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WEATHER DURABILITY OF EXTERNAL WALL THERMAL INSULATION SYSTEM 
WITH A THIN-LAYER PLASTER FINISH 

J. Ramanauskas, V. Stankevicius 

1. Introduction 

Additionally insulated walls in Lithuania is a rela

tively new kind of construction. Higher requirements 

for the thermal resistance of the walls of the buildings 

came into force in Lithuania only some years ago. 

Economical profit started to be taken into considera

tion not long ago after a sudden growth of thermal 

energy prices. 

One of the solutions widely used abroad is the 

fastening of hard mineral wool or polystyrene foam 

boards on external side of walls with finish by thin

layer plaster (Fig 1 ). Usually such structures are con

sidered as heat insulating systems [1,2]. 
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Fig 1. Principal scheme of the walls with external insulation 
protected and finished with thin-layer plaster: 1 - bearing 
wall layer; 2 - thermal insulating material; 3 - reinforcing 
plaster layer; 4 - plaster finish layer; 5 - glass fiber fixing net; 
6 - fixing detail made of glass fibber; 7 - glue 

In regard to recent economical situation in 

Lithuania, the economical pay-back period of wall in

sulation, especially in cases of additional insulation of 

existing buildings, can exceed twenty years. This is a 

long time, and requirements concerning the weather 

durability of insulating system become extremely im

portant. It seems to be profitable to use only materials 

of very good quality, durable and relatively cheap. 

A trustworthy method with scientific background 

for quality control and forecast of weather durability is 

needed to ensure the use of reliable and durable ma

terials in construction. 

2. Selection of the investigation method for estimation 

of weather durability 

The materials of finish layer are mostly deterio

rated by climatic changes. 

A principal research scheme for evaluation of du

rability for materials and construction due to climatic 

effects, according to which the methods of modelling 

required at the estimation of resistance for climate 

effects should be selected, has been elaborated and is 

presented in Fig 2. The method ought to be selected in 

regard to climatic effects acting on examined materials 

in reality and with regard to the possibility to simulate 

them in laboratory. The usability of the selected 

method is checked by analysis of the results which 

have been obtained according to the method applied, 

physical- mechanical properties of materials with re-

Usually the wall insulation in buildings is in- gard to the general laws of material deterioration, and 

stalled with the view of economical profit, in parallel the experience in investigations of weather durability 

with hygienic and indoor climate improvement. The forecast. The accuracy of selected method of weather 

main economical criterion is the pay-back period of durability forecast could be finally evaluated only by a 

investment consumed for the wall insulation. The re- sufficient amount of field investigation results. This 

quirement from this statement would be as follows: means, that the systems under consideration should 

the lifetime of an insulating system should be longer reach the age of deterioration under natural field con-

than its economical pay-back period. ditions. 
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Fig 2. The principal resistance examination scheme forma
terials and structures due to climatic effects 

In the laboratory of building thermal physics at 

the Institute of Architecture and Construction a test

ing method of weather durability has been developed. 

A wide range of building materials (ceramic finish 

masonry, concrete with expanded clay filling, cellular 

concrete, various finish materials) have been tested 

according to it [3]. Investigations of the ceramic brick 

masonry have been carried out especially - the relation 

between the weather durability in a climatic chamber 

and real service life in years, with regard to the terms 

of service and building location region has been estab

lished and confirmed by field observations [4]. The 

method has been approved by field observation data. 

The method under consideration with some improve

ments made has been applied for investigation of 

weather durability of thermal insulating systems with 

thin-layer finish. 

Fig 3. Climatic chamber scheme: 1 - chamber insulation; 
2 - wall; 3 - samples; 4 - freezing equipment; 5-ventilators; 
6 - heater; 7 - ventilator; 8 -water-sprinkling system 

The thermal insulating systems were tested in a 

climatic chamber divided into two sections by masonry 

partition. The equipment of climatic effects was in

stalled at one side of the partition, at the other - the 

equipment for maintenance of the indoor air condition 

(Fig 3). 

The effects of aggressive thaw-freezing periods 

with rains which often occur during winter in Lithua

nia are simulated in the climatic chamber by modelled 

cycles of raining-freezing-heating. 

The main actions in the climatic chamber at the 

performance of modelled raining-freezing-heating 

cycles are as follows: 

- during raining, the water under pressure from 

supply tube (8) is spread out on the top of the wall 

under test. The water is falling down covering the sur

face by continuous water film. The surface tempera

ture of the wall is dropped down to 10±2 °C; 

- during freezing, the air temperature in section 

of climatic effects of the chamber is decreased to -15 

"C by refrigerating equipment (4). Fans (5) are blow

ing air on heat exchanger of refrigerator. By these 

means the effectiveness of refrigerator is increased 

(the heat transfer coefficient is increased). Fan (7) is 

used for air mixing in the space of this section and the 

temperature decrease at the surface of specimens then 

is more uniform and quicker; 

- at the end of freezing, the refrigerators are 

turned off and heating device (6) is turned on; tem

perature in space is increased to the provided limit 

( +25 °C); 
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Fig 4. The structural fragment of chamber tests: 1 - bearing 
wall layer; 2 - glue for fixing of heat insulation to the wall; 
3 - heat insulation; 4 - reinforcing plaster layer; 5 - glass 
fiber fixing net; 6 - finish plaster layer; 7 - water sprinkling 
tube; 8 - water layer 

- during heating, fan (7) is mixing air in space of 

section too; then the temperature is increased more 

rapidly and the specimen surface is drying better; 

- at the end of heating, the heating device and fan 

are turned off and raining is continued. 

Mounting scheme of specimens under testing in 

the climatic chamber is presented in Fig 4. 

de: 

The time-schedule of raining-freezing-heating cy-

1 h -raining by water, +(10±2 °C); 

1 h - break ( quiet state ); 

16 h - freezing up to -15 °C; 

6 h - heating up to + 25 °C. 

3. Estimation of data received by a selected investiga

tion method 

During testing by the selected method, in the be

ginning the attention was paid to the different charac

ter of specimen deterioration. Finish as structural 

aggregate is falling into deterioration according to the 

schemes, presented in Fig 5. Structural deterioration is 

deepened and accelerated by developing later local 

ageing and deterioration processes of materials them

selves. 

The schemes of finish deterioration in Fig 5 could 

be explained as follows: 

a) the cracks occur on external surface, they become 

thicker, growing into a net, the finish layer begins 

to destroy; 

Fig 5. The schemes of deterioration for thin-layer plaster: 
1 - thermal insulating material; 2- reinforcing render un
derlayer; 3 - reinforcing net; 4 - external finish plaster layer; 
5 - cracks in external finish layer; 6 - blebs; 7 - external paint 
layer; 8 - external plaster layer which is forming at harden
ing 

b) the cracks occur on external surface, they are 

growing, merging; the external layer is separating 

from its background by fragments similar to 

plates; 

c) finish layer is separating from reinforcing one by 

little blebs; 

d) little blebs occur when external paint layer is 

separating from its background; 

e) external finish layer is separating from its back

ground when big blebs are forming and growing, 

filling all the area of samples; 

f) the deterioration signs cannot be noticed for a 

long time on external surface, but the layers 

deeper are quite destroyed. 

The most important reasons of finish deteriora

tion are these: ununiform thermal and ununiform 

moisture deformations of materials used, surplus va

pour pressure, forming at intensive evaporation proc

ess when temperature of moist material is significantly 

increased, multiple freezing and thawing of accumu

lated water, insufficient adhesion of layers and, finally, 

the defect focuses left at manufacturing . 

The different character of deterioration shows 

that the decisive reason of deterioration could be dif

ferent in every case, but all of them are important 

during service life or testing, because of summing the 

destroying effects. 
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Prof. G.Marciukaitis has developed theoretical 

scheme of finish deterioration under consideration, 

based on calculations, where the effects of different 

deformations of layers, permeability of vapour, tech

nological factors at manufacturing are evaluated [5]. 

The approvement of the theoretical presumption 

by experimental investigation has been our purpose. 

The physical-moisture properties of materials (vapour 

permeability, water absorption, moisture deforma

tions, sorptional humidity) have been investigated 

separately and then the structural fragments made 

from materials under consideration have been tested 

in a climatic chamber under complex cycles simulating 

weather influence. 

3.1. The investigation of complex weather durability of 

construction due to composition modifications and 

constructional conditions 

The investigations of physical-moisture proper

ties for separate components (materials) and depend

encies of weather durability due to complex climate 

influence in a climatic chamber have been carried out 

with the purpose to check the expediency of the 

method selected and recognize the physical processes 

taking place in the finish layer. 

The influence of plaster composition modifica

tion by PYA emulsion (variation of PYA -cement vol

ume ratio) for weather durability of protective layer 

on expanded polystyrene insulation background due to 

complex climatic effects can be illustrated by the data 

in Fig 6. 
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Fig 6. Dependence of weather durability on ratio of 
PVA emulsion- cement volume for plaster finish 

According to the results of investigation, the 

weather durability of plaster is increased when the 

PYA emulsion- cement volume ratio is increased up 

to 25 % (LT - turning point). It is established by the 

results of some test having been carried out at the ra

tio 30 % and more, that the influence of this addition 

becomes negative and further investigations have been 

interrupted. 

At the investigation, the dry mixtures for thin 

layer finish of external insulating systems made by for

eign manufacturers have been modificated by the 

variation of water attenuation ratio, thus getting the 

materials with different physical properties. The wa

ter-dry mixture ratio, marked Y/M in% has been used 

to characterize mortar modifications in investigation. 

Complete insulating systems, as well as separate finish 

materials fixed on insulating material (expanded poly

styrene foam board), have been tested with the pur

pose to establish the level of influence of separate fin

ish components for the weather durability of insulating 

system. The investigation results are represented in 

Fig 7. 
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Fig 7. Weather durability due to complex climatic effects for 
finish layer in dependence on water - dry mixture ratio 
a) testing complete insulating system, b) testing finish layer 
on expanded polystyrene foam board only 
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These data have testified that finish layer dura

bility depends on background used for the finish. The 

results are twice better when the finish layer is in

stalled on reinforcing background (complete insulat

ing system, Fig 7a) in comparison with direct fixing of 

finish on expanded polystyrene foam board (depend

ence Fig 7b ). Such outcome proves the necessity to 

test the weather durability due to complex climatic 

effects of complete insulating system instead of test

ing separate finish materials. The manufacturer has 

recommended the water-dry mixture ratio of 20 .. 24 % 

for tested finish material. And the results in Fig 7 

show the same item. 

Fig 8. The effect of reinforcing net use for complex weather 
durability for finish plaster 

Fig 9. The effect of facade paint for complex weather dura
bility of finish layer 

a) finish plaster - Tex-Color Munchner Rauputz; 
b) finish plaster - Heck Scheibenputz 

The effect of reinforcing net installation and ad

ditional painting by water repulsive paint for weather 

durability has been investigated too. The received re

sults are presented in Figs 8 - 9. 

The investigation results presented in Figs 7 - 9 

would lead to the conclusion that the use of measures 

which increase the weather durability of finish system 

(as reinforcing net or additional painting by repulsive 

paint) under test according to selected method show 

better values, and vice versa, the use of measures 

which decrease the weather durability (test of incom

plete finish system, attenuation level by water of dry 

mixture, too big or too low) show worse results respec

tively. It proves that the selected method is appreci

ated because of its expression of the qualitative prop

erty of finish system in weather durability cycles at 

testing in a climatic chamber, which simulate the 

freezing-thaw waves of winter season with tempera

ture and humidity changes in outer layer. 

3.2. Interaction of materials physical properties in 

thin-layer protective-finish system 

It is widely known, that the outer finish layer of 

walls ought to be distinguished by low water absorp

tion (impermeability) with the aim of protecting 

deeper layers from precipitation influence and good 

vapour permeability which pave the drying processes. 

At the same time, the mentioned properties determine 

the durability of the finish: at the decrease of water 

absorption the possibility of moisture amount to get 

into and participate in the deterioration of materials is 

decreased, and bigger vapour permeability ensure the 

more quick removing of moisture (drying). Properties 

under consideration are contradictory each other, thus 

optimal and critical combination of them, expressed in 

weather durability cycles, exists for every group of ma

terials. Structural complex of external insulation sys

tem (insulating + reinforcing + finish layers) is 

formed at best combination of physical properties, 

which are often contradictory each other (at the in

crease of the value for one of physical properties ef

fecting on weather durability, the other is decreased). 

Qualitative expression of such combination is repre

sented in Fig 10. 
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Fig 10. Principal scheme for optimization of material struc
ture due to physical properties (vapour sorption, water ab
sorption, durability) 

The investigation in a climatic chamber has been 

carried out with purpose to determine the best combi

nations of interaction of parameters in construction 

under the modelled complex climatic effect (see Ta

ble 1) 

Table 1. Method table for investigation of the influence of 
three physical parameters 

Plaster Parameter 

mortar c bp u w w 

pic + + - - -
pic + - + - -
pic + - - + -
pic + - - - + 

Dry Parameter 

mixture c o;, u w 

vim + + - -
vim + - + -
vim + - - + 

Where pic - mass ratio of PYA emulsion to cement, %; 

vim - mass ratio of water to plaster dry mixture, %; C -

weathering cycles (complex influence) withstanded, cycles; 

D;, - coefficient of vapour conductivity, mgl(m·h·Pa); u -

water absorption by volume, %; w - water sorption coeffi

cient, kg/(m2·h0
•
5
); W -water surface sorption, kg/m2

• 

To determine the best combination of interaction 

the chamber investigations were provided under mod

elled complex field condition cycles. 

The summary of results received is presented in 

Fig 11 and 12. 
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Interaction of investigated physical properties 

can be described in the following mathematic expres

sion: 

(1) 

3. The best interaction of the materials used for 

finish of external additional insulation of buildings is 

achieved at approach of rate in altering main physical 

properties ratios (quotient) of considered materials 

close one. 

On the basis of the laboratory investigation 4. The weather durability of insulating systems 

analysis, the conclusion was made that at the approach due to the complex climatic effect can be increased by 

of velocity of altering ratio for quantities of contradic- painting the external surface of thin plaster layer with 

tory physical properties (ratios of first derivatives of water repulsive paints, the use of additions in finish 

altering curves) towards one, the weather durability of layer mixtures decreasing the water permeability of 

external additional insulating system is the largest : layer, and the use of a reinforcing net. 

cp'(w) f'(u) . 
Copt = ( ) ~ '( ) ~ hm 1 

lfl' b P cp W24 
(2) 

where 
cp'(W) - derivative of water absorption coeffi-

cient altering curve, 

cp'( b P) - derivative of vapour conductivity coef-

ficient altering curve, 

4. Conclusions 

1. The main deterioration reasons of protective 

finish layers are: 

- the different temperature and moisture related 

deformations of materials used; 

- water vapour pressure arising mostly due to the 

intensive process of evaporation within an in

crease of the temperature in thin finish layer; 

- local destructive centres which are formed at the 

junction of layers where the accumulation of 

moisture takes place during the moistening, 

drying and freezing of the construction; 

- repeated freezing-thawing of accumulated water, 

especially in the primary local defect centres. 

2. The weather durability of protective finish 

layer due to complex climatic influence is determined 

by the complex of physical properties, the most impor

tant of them are as follows: water vapour conductivity 

of the materials used in the discussed layer, water ab

sorption, deformations due to temperature and mois

ture. Each above-mentioned property considered 

separately does not prove the same result as at the test 

under complex climatic effect. The positive results at 

testing of the materials under every separate effect 

can show less or even negative worth at the considera

tion of the complete structure. 
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PASTATQ SIENlJ SILUMOS IZOLIACINilJ SISTEMlJ SU 
PLONASLUOKSNIO TINKO APDAILA ILGAAMZISKU
MAS 

J. Ramanauskas, V. Stankevicius 

Santrauka 

Papildomai apsiltintos sienos - santykinai nauja ati
tvarine konstrukcija Lietuvoje. Sienq siltinimui ir ison!s 
apdailai apsimoka naudoti tik kokybiskas, ilgaamzes ir kartu 
santykinai nebrangias medziagas. Tam, kad statybose biitq 
naudojamos tik patikimos ilgaamzes medziagos, reikia 
patikimos, moksliskai pagristos kokybes kontroles ir il
gaamziskumo prognozavimo metodikos. 

Siame darbe apibendrinta pastatq sienq isoriniq 
sluoksniq atsparumo klimatui prognozavimo patirtis. IStirtos 
apsiltinimo sistemose naudojamq apdailos medziagq fizi
kines savybes, konstrukcijoje vykstantys fizikiniai procesai. 
Pagrindinis demesys skiriamas ilgaaffiZiskumo bandymams 
klimatineje kameroje, kur konstrukcijos elementas (silumos 
izoliacine medziaga + apdaila) veikiamas modeliuotais kli
matiniq poveikiq (lietinimas- saldymas- sildymas) ciklais. 
Modeliuotais klimatiniq poveikiq ciklais bandant sienq ap-
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dailai skirtas medziagas buvo gauti rezultatai, leidziantys 
prognozuoti siq medZiagq ilgaamziskumll Lietuvos klimata 
slllygomis. 

Pagrindines apsauginiq apdailos sluoksniq irimo 
priezastys yra: nevienodos panaudotq medZiagq tem
peratiirines-dregmines deformacijos, vandens garq slegis, 
susidarantis dd intensyvaus garavimo procesq didejant 
dregnq plonasluoksniq medziagq temperatiirai, sluoksniq 
sandiirose atsirandantys defektiniai irimo zidinia~ kuriuose 
kaupiasi dregme drekinimo, saldymo ir dziiivimo metu, 
daugkartinis susikaupusio vandens uzsaldymas ir atsildymas, 
ypac pirminiq defektq zidiniuose. 

Plonasieniq apdailos sluoksniq, tiesioginiu biidu 
jrengtq ant apsiltinanCio pagrindo, irimll pirmiausiai lemia 
visos plonasienes konstrukcijos issisluoksniavimas ir issi
gaubimas del klimata temperatiiros ir dregmes komplek
sinio poveikio. Si procesll vdiau pagilina ir paspartina 
pacios medZiagos senejimas ir irimas. 

Apsiltinimo sistemq atsparumll kompleksiniams kli
mata poveikiams pagerina plonasienio tinko pavirsiaus 
dafymas vandenj atstumianciais dazais, vandens pralaidumll 
mafinanciq priedq naudojimas apdailos sluoksniq misiniuo
se, armavimo tinklelio naudojimas. 

Eksperimentais nustatytos priklausomybes tarp ap
dailai panaudotq medziagq atsparumo kompleksiniams 
poveikiams klimatineje kameroje ir siq medziagq fizikiniq
dregminiq savybiq. Geriausias siltinamoje konstrukcijoje 
panaudotq medZiagq S!!Veikos derinys biina tuomet, jeigu tq 
medziagq svarbiausiq fizikiniq savybiq santykiq (dalmens) 
kitimo sparta arteja prie vieneto. 

Siekiant tiksliau jvertinti pastatq sienq isorinio apsil
tinimo sistemq isorinio apdailos sluoksnio atsparumll kli
mata poveikiams, tikslinga papildomai modeliuoti kaiti
nimo-lietinimo ciklus, kurie jvertintq vasaros sezonui biidin
gus pavojingiausius klimata poveikiq derinius. 
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